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Mold Tips: Big Bowl

Notes generated in the Bullseye Research & Education studios, firing in Paragon GL24 kilns.

Note: The following tips do not guarantee a uniform result. 
Because of the steep-sided nature of this mold, pieces may 
slump unevenly. 

We have achieved the most consistent results creating 
relatively even forms with the Big Bowl slumping mold 
(8973) by using it as the second part of a two-stage slump, 
combined with frequent re-application of shelf primer to 
the mold. 

The first stage uses the center area of the 17" Ball Surface / 
Deep Form Step One mold (8738). Be sure to measure and 
cut the piece based on the diameter of the Big Bowl mold. 
After firing according to the Stage 1 schedule, the result 
should be a slumped piece with a symmetrical, rounded 
profile. Transfer it to the Big Bowl mold and fire according 
to the suggested Stage 2 schedule.

uniform Heating
The same characteristics that make this form unique—
depth combined with a narrow lip and flat base—make 
it unforgiving of uneven heat. Elevating the mold on 2" 
(5 cm) posts will promote even heating, slumping, and 
cooling. Also, make sure the mold is in the center of the 
kiln, as this form may slump unevenly if one side is closer 
to the elements. 

More Frequent Re-Priming
Steep-sided molds like these need more frequent re-priming 
than forms with gentle curves (forms with gentle curves 
are often fired to lower process temperatures with shorter 
hold times). As glass slumps into a steep-sided form, it pulls 
small amounts of primer away from the surface. If the primer 
wears thin, glass can catch and slump unevenly. Re-prime 
after every two to three firings, or as needed.  To re-prime, 
gently remove the old primer with a dry scrub pad and 
reapply as directed.

suggested firing schedules

Stage 1: Center of 17" ball surface /  

deep form step one mold (8738)

Rate (Degrees / Hour) Temperature Hold

1 300°F (167°C) 1200°F (649°C) :05

2 AFAP* 900°F (482°C) 1:00

3 100°F (56°C) 700°F (371°C) :00

4 AFAP 70°F (21°C) :00

stage 2: big bowl mold (8973)

Rate (Degrees / Hour) Temperature Hold

1 300°F (167°C) 1200°F (649°C) :15

2 AFAP* 900°F (482°C) 1:00

3 100°F (56°C) 700°F (371°C) :00

4 AFAP 70°F (21°C) :00

* As Fast As Possible. Allow the kiln to cool at its natural rate with 
the door closed.
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